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Abstract
Decision-making is challenging in continuous settings where complex sequences
of events determine rewards, even when these event sequences are largely observable. In particular, traditional trial-and-error learning strategies may have a
hard time associating continuous actions with their reward because of the size
of the state space and the complexity of the reward function. Given a model of
the world, a different strategy is to use imagination to exploit the knowledge embedded in that model. In this regime, the system directly optimizes the decision
for each episode based on predictions from the model. We extend deep learning
methods that have been previously used for model-free learning and apply them
towards a model-based approach in which an expert is consulted multiple times in
the agents’ imagination before it takes an action in the world. We show preliminary results on a difficult physical reasoning task where our model-based approach
outperforms a model-free baseline, even when using an inaccurate expert.
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Introduction

While significant advances in deep learning have been made in areas of reinforcement learning [1, 2]
and control [3], most efforts focus on optimization during learning rather than at decision time. Online optimization methods, in which an agent can compute the best course of action on-the-fly, have
been explored extensively in traditional machine learning, but have received little attention by deep
learning-based efforts. Only recently has any work begun to address the problem of online computation in deep neural networks at all. For example, [4] proposed a method for adaptive computation
time (ACT) in which the network learns to spend more time on more difficult problems. However,
this approach assumes that the result of the computation will be an expectation, rather than an optimum. [5] trained a network to perform gradient descent updates for another network, outperforming
existing black-box optimizers on several regression and classification tasks. To our knowledge, however, no one has yet investigated methods for online optimization in a deep learning regime during
planning- or control-based tasks.
We present a method for model-based decision making in neural networks in which the optimization occurs online, and evaluate our approach on a difficult physical reasoning task. In this task, a
force needs to be applied to a spaceship such that it will arrive at a particular location in space after
a certain amount of time (Figure 1a). Importantly, the gravity of the surrounding planets affects
the trajectory of the spaceship in highly nonlinear ways. We show that a model-free parameterized controller performs poorly on this task, but when it is allowed to perform additional online
computation—i.e., trying out multiple actions using a model, which we term an expert—its performance improves significantly, even when the expert is inaccurate.
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Figure 1: Spaceship task and model architecture. Left: Scenes consisted of a number of planets
(depicted here by colored circles) of different masses, as well as a spaceship (also with a variable
mass). The task was to apply a force to the spaceship for one time step of simulation (depicted here
as a solid red arrow) such that the resulting trajectory (dotted red arrow) would put the spaceship at
a target (black circle) after 11 steps of simulation. Right: The architecture of our iterative controller,
as described in Section 2.2.
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2.1

Imagination-Based Decision Making
Theory

We consider a class of real-valued decision making tasks in which the goal is to find a control that
minimizes some distance to a target state x∗ given an initial state x. The state resulting from the
control is given by a forward process f , i.e. x0 = f (x, c). The goal is to find the optimal control
c∗ = arg minc L(x∗ , f (x, c)), where L is some loss function with respect to a target state x∗ .
As a baseline, we consider a traditional model-free approach in which we find a direct mapping from
x∗ and x to controls. We refer to this solution as a reactive controller c = C(x∗ , x), such that the
loss is minimized by c. This approach, while simple, may not scale well: as the complexity of the
state space increases, a reactive controller with a fixed number of parameters will do an increasingly
poor job because the complexity requires more expressivity, which requires more parameters. While
this decrease in performance can be mitigated by increasing the network size and hand-tuning the
architecture, it can also mean a substantial increase in the amount of data needed for training.
To improve upon the reactive controller, we introduce an iterative method that optimizes over a
model of f . We term such a model an expert, denoted by E. An iterative controller C can take a
history of controls and results, Hn−1 = {(c0 , E(x, c0 )), . . . , (cn−1 , E(x, cn−1 )}, and based on these
examples, suggest a new control, cn = C(x∗ , x, Hn−1 ). Here, n is the number of steps of iteration,
which we refer to as ponder steps (after [4]). Under this framework, the reactive controller can be
defined as an iterative controller with H = ∅. Thus, this approach subsumes traditional model-free
approaches, combining a model-free policy for control with a policy for model-based optimization.
2.2

Implementation

Our implementation of the iterative controller is depicted in Figure 1b and can be summarized as:
e n = M(x, H
e n−1 , cn , E(x, cn ), L(x∗ , E(x, cn )); θM ) (1)
cn = C(x∗ , x, Hn−1 ; θC )
H
where M is the memory, E is the expert, θC are the parameters of the controller, θM are the pae n is an approximation of Hn with fixed dimensionality. The final
rameters of the memory, and H
control cn is executed in the world, and the experts are trained on the resulting outcome by minimizing LE (f (x, cn ), E(x, cn ; θE )), where LE is loss function for the expert (e.g., distance between the
predicted location of the spaceship and the true location), and θE are the parameters of the expert.
The loss for the memory and controller is L(x∗ , f (x, cn )), as previously described. We note that
this assumes that we can obtain gradients from f , which is a strong assumption and not typically
true. We make the assumption here in order to demonstrate that our approach works in the best case.
However, if this assumption is not valid, then the network can still be trained using policy gradient
algorithms, which are known to work well in practice [6, 7].
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Figure 2: Test performance of the reactive and iterative controllers. Each line corresponds to the
performance of an iterative controller trained for a fixed number of ponder steps on one of the five
datasets; the line color indicates which dataset the controller was trained on. Performance is defined
as the proportion of scenes in which the spaceship came within a small radius of the target. Left:
performance using the true simulation expert. Middle: performance using the interaction net expert.
Right: performance using the MLP expert.

The controller is a two-layer perceptron (MLP), each with 100 units: the first layer is a standard layer
with a ReLU activation function, while the second layer has a multiplicative interaction similar to
[8], which we found to work better in practice. The memory, which compresses the history to a
vector of fixed dimensionality, is a single Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [9] layer of size 100.
We implemented three different experts. The true simulation expert is the same as the world model,
and consists of a simulation for 11 timesteps. The interaction net expert is an interaction network
[10], which has previously been shown to be able to learn to predict n-body dynamics accurately
for simple systems. The interaction network consists of a relational module and an object module.
In our case, the relational module was composed of 4 hidden layers of 150 nodes each, outputting
“effects” encodings of size 100. These effects, together with the relational model input are then used
as input to the object model, which contained a single hidden layer of 100 nodes. The object model
outputs the velocity of the spaceship and we trained it to predict the velocity on every timestep of
the spaceship’s trajectory. The MLP expert is a two-layer MLP (with the same architecture as the
controller) that is trained to predict only the final location of the spaceship.
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3.1

Experiments
Training

We generated five datasets each of 100,000 training scenes and 1,000 testing scenes. Each dataset
contained scenes with a different number of planets, ranging from a single planet to five planets.
The planets were always fixed (i.e., they could not move), and the spaceship always started at the
beginning of each episode with zero velocity. We simulated our scenes using a physical simulation
of gravitational dynamics with the Euler method of integration, implemented in TensorFlow [11].
The iterative controller was trained to take a fixed number of ponder steps, ranging from 0 (i.e., the
reactive controller) to 10. The interaction network and MLP experts were trained simultaneously
with the rest of the network, but using a different step size than the controller and memory. We
trained for 100,000 iterations over minibatches of size 1000.
3.2

Results

Figure 2 shows the performance on the test set of the reactive and iterative controllers for different
numbers of ponder steps. The reactive controller fares poorly on the task, especially as the task
becomes more difficult: with the five planets dataset, it is only able to achieve a success rate of
15.9% on average. In contrast, the iterative controller with the true simulation expert is able to
perform significantly better, reaching ceiling performance on the one and two planets datasets, and
a peak 87.0% success rate on the five planets dataset.
3

Figure 2 also demonstrates that the choice of expert is very important. With the interaction net expert, the iterative controller achieves a maximum success rate of 80.8% on the five planets dataset.
This high level of performance is possible because the interaction net closely mirrors the dynamics of
the true simulation expert. With the MLP expert, however, performance is significantly diminished,
only reaching a maximum of 32.9% on the five planets dataset. Despite the weaker performance of
this inaccurate expert, we emphasize that there is still a significant benefit to be gained by pondering: with even a single ponder step, the MLP expert is able to outperform the reactive controller.
These results indicate that pondering—even with a highly inaccurate model—can still lead to better
performance than a model-free approach.

4

Discussion

We have presented a new, deep learning approach to decision-making using online optimization
with a physical model. This idea of “imagination-based decision making” not only outperforms our
model-free baseline, but also agrees more closely with how humans reason about complex physical
systems [12]. Importantly, by imagining what will happen, our approach allows agents to test out
actions to evaluate their consequences before actually executing them. Additionally, our approach
suggests a way to bridge between discriminative deep learning models for physical reasoning (e.g.,
[13]) and generative simulation-based models (e.g., [12]). By embedding powerful, deep generative
models such as interaction nets [10] in decision-making frameworks like the one presented here, we
can exploit the power of the deep learning approach without sacrificing the flexibility of simulation.
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